WILD PHOTOGRAPHY HOLIDAYS
SHREWSBURY
LONG MYND &
STIPERSTONES
WITH PAUL HARRIS

HIGHLIGHTS

INTRODUCTION

of opportunities to develop an eye for the ‘street’ through

•

English & Welsh Bridges

Shrewsbury is one of England’s finest medieval market

observation and conversation and for participants to ex-

•

Half timbered Architecture

towns boasting a wealth of local history and photographic

plore some visual techniques they may not have tried

•

Rowing on River Severn

interest. Guided by professional photographer and visual

before. The town centre is packed with timber framed

•

The Dingle & Quarry

storyteller Paul Harris will enable participants in this

black and white buildings, narrow streets and alleyways.

•

Acton Burnell Castle

workshop to expand their expertise in a genre that is

There are six hundred listed buildings including the

•

Stiperstones

both fascinating and very rewarding. The compactness of

Castle, now a regimental museum and the architecturally

•

Snailbeach Lead Mines

the town cradled between a wide loop of the River

striking Shrewsbury Abbey which is scenically located by

•

The Long Mynd

Severn will allow us the freedom to wander at will

a loop in the River Severn.

•

Wild Horses

through a wide variety of subject matter from the River

Historically, Shrewsbury was a vital town in the wool

•

Shrewsbury Castle

Severn to green spaces and vernacular architecture. We

trade with Wales and due to its extremely good strategic

•

Old Market Hall

will take the time we need to tell our own stories of

geography, it was used as a garrison town and was part of

Shrewsbury and elements of the middle Marches ranging

the “Ring of Iron” of Edward Longshanks. It is believed

from the historical to the geological. There will be plenty

that Shrewsbury was settled in the 5th century by
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coastal wanderings, hill walking and mountaineering,
Paul began documenting news and current affairs before
expanding his brief to cover longer term projects in environmental conservation, global education and exploration. Paul will be assisted on this workshop by Sian Allen.
DAILY ITINERARY
Day 1: Arrival in Shrewsbury
This vibrant county town is within easy reach by road and
train from Manchester, Birmingham, Chester and Cardiff.
refugees from the nearby Roman city of Wroxeter.
Shrewsbury’s proximity to the Welsh border has given the
town a turbulent history. The border with Wales is only
nine miles away and there is considerable Welsh influence in the county, the town even has a Welsh name,
Amwythig.

Our hotel is a stone’s throw from one of two historic
bridges which span the River Severn. We will meet early
evening in the comfortable and spacious hotel lobby for
introductions and a brief outline of the next few days
photography, followed by dinner.
Accommodation – Hotel

is a 1926 rebuilding and widening (re-using the original
masonry) of John Gwynn's design, completed in 1774.
After breakfast at the hotel, we will continue west along
the River Severn towards Quarry Park keeping an eye out
for rowers on the river, cyclists & runners making their
way through the avenue of beeches which line the riverb-

Intrinsically woven into the story of Shrewsbury are the

Day 2: Story Telling Stroll Through Town

ank. The comings and goings of everyday life in the town

surrounding Shropshire Hills including the high plateau

It’s a short walk to most places of visual interest in

and its green spaces will be a predominant feature of our

of the Long Mynd and the unmistakable rocky outcrops

Shrewsbury and we will likely begin at the water’s edge

photography using close ups, middle distance and wide

of the Stiperstones. Visually, these two ‘hills’ are very

taking in the English Bridge at dawn. The present bridge

shots to build individual stories. In the afternoon, light

different – the Long Mynd is a large and long plateau,

filters into the narrow streets around half timbered build-

while the rugged outline of the Stiperstones ridge is un-

ings and the market square. We aim to play with light

mistakable and we will spend a whole day exploring this

and shadow to create graphic images and further build

gorgeous area which boasts a wealth of wildlife including

on the stories we have begun.

the famous wild ponies descended from the mining era

Accommodation – Hotel

of the area.

Day 3: The Long Mynd and Stiperstones
Weather permitting, we plan an early start to visit Acton

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE

Burnell Castle, a beautiful sandstone ruin tucked away in

Paul Harris is a documentary, travel and adventure pho-

the countryside 8 miles from Shrewsbury. It was built

tographer steeped in the premise of engagement and

between 1284 and 1293 by Bishop Burnell, who was

curiosity in the world around him. Raised on a diet of
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Edward first’s Lord Chancellor and is an impressive ex-

productive in Europe. Above and West lies the Stiper-

Day 4: Shrewsbury Town – Digging Deeper

ample of a medieval fortified manor house. This is a su-

stones, a sharp rugged ridge of quartzite dominating the

After breakfast we will have a short critique session view-

per location in the early morning sun along with the ad-

landscape. Old tales tell of the ridge being haunted by

ing images and discussing any issues and subjects ideas

jacent chapel. Continuing south into the more elevated

Bronze Age burial cairns and the ghost of Saxon warlord

you might want to pursue. We will head back into the

part of South Shropshire we encounter steep hills of the

Wild Edric who still roams the hills. His followers are

town looking to build on story ideas and techniques

Lawley, Caer Caradoc and the Long Mynd. We will drive

reputed to be imprisoned deep in the lead mines be-

garnered from the previous two days. Subject matter will

the Burway, a mediaeval trade route and narrow road

neath this National Nature Reserve and Area of Out-

include two more bridges – The Welsh Bridge which con-

which cuts across the Long Mynd giving spectacular

standing Natural Beauty. The evening sun reflecting off

nects the modern architecture of Shrewsbury’s Theatre

views across the tops. A brief stop at The Stiperstones

the exposed rocky moorland landscape is a sight to be

Severn with the heart of the old town, and the Port Hill

pub for lunch before continuing on to the atmospheric

seen and captured before we head back to Shrewsbury

Suspension Bridge just west of the open ground of The

abandoned lead mines of Snailbeach. Ruined engine

and a hearty meal either at the hotel or nearby restaur-

Quarry and the iconic St Chad’s Church. The indoor mar-

houses, blacksmith shops and tall chimneys tell of a

ants.

ket on Pride Hill provides opportunities to practice por-

time when the lead mines of this area were the most

Accommodation – Hotel

traits of traders and we continue east to Shrewsbury’s
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•

Extra beverages and alcohol

•

Travel & medical insurance

•

Transfers to and from the hotel

ACCOMMODATION
We will be staying at The Lion Hotel on Wyle Cop which
is within walking distance of both the River Severn and
the historic centre of town. All participants will have
their own room with private facilities. There is no extra
cost for this. There is free WiFi access and private parking
characterful train station and Castle, both of which allow
for great studies in architectural detail. If time allows we
can return to the river in late afternoon, perhaps chat to
and photograph the rowers getting on and off the river.
Before our final dinner we will have a short presentation
highlighting the best of your images.
Accommodation – Hotel
Day 5: Departures
Before Breakfast, if dawn allows, we will have a final

TRAVELLING TO SHREWSBURY
There is a frequent scheduled train and bus services to
Shrewsbury from Hereford, Chester, Manchester and
Birmingham, Cardiff and London to name just a few. To
book visit "thetrainline.com":https://www.thetrainline.com
Flights to the UK
If you are flying to the UK the following information may
be useful for your onward travel to Shrewsbury.

The nearest airports to Shrewsbury are Manchester and
Birmingham with a short train journey onwards. The average train journey time between London and Shrewsbury
is 2 hours 35 minutes. On an average weekday, there are
4 trains travelling from London to Shrewsbury. The distance from Shrewsbury Railway and bus Station is less
than half a mile, a short taxi journey.
Car Parking
For those travelling by car, there are parking spaces at

flourish on the streets close to our hotel before making

the hotel car park. Contact the hotel reception for per-

our way home.

mits.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

TRAVEL INSURANCE

•

4 Nights hotel accommodation

It is recommended that you take out appropriate insur-

•

Breakfasts & dinners

ance to cover personal accident, medical costs, repatri-

•

Photographic tuition

ation and loss of baggage.

•

Transport during the workshop
LANGUAGE

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED
•

English

Lunches
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CLIMATE & CLOTHING SUGGESTIONS

TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS DUE TO COVID 19

This is Spring in Northern Europe and it could be a bit

Due to possible Covid 19 restrictions we advise you to

chilly with temperatures anything between 6–15°C with a

check the official Covid pages and if travelling from

possibility of rain, although together with April, March is

abroad to consult Entering the UK on the UK Govern-

statistically the least rainy month.

ment website.

We will be spending the majority of our time walking the
streets of Shrewsbury and accessible countryside loca-

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AND INFORMATION

tions outside of Shrewsbury. A good pair of comfortable

•

shoes or walking boots are essential. Please bring suit-

Camera bag or backpack such as the Flipside or Trekker
series designed by LowePro.

able clothing for changeable UK Spring weather condi-

•

tions including a waterproof jacket.

A camera with interchangeable lenses such as a digital
SLR or a mirrorless system camera.

•

ADDITIONAL CLOTHING LIST ITEMS

During this workshop we will experience people and

•

Wellington boots

documentary photography at its best. This will require

•

Warm hat

getting close to our subject. Participants will be en-

•

Fleece neck-warmer

couraged to use shorter focal length lenses from 35mm

•

Light warm gloves

to 100mm (full-frame) or 24mm to 70mm (crop-

•

Casual clothes for inside wear

format) enabling them to create a better and more en-

•

Sun cream, sunglasses

gaging portraiture for both the photographer and viewer.

•

Head torch

Additionally the following will be useful: one wide

•

Small, basic first aid plus medication you normally use.

angle, one telephoto zoom lens (i.e. 70-200mm) and a
prime 35mm or 50mm (full-frame) or the equivalent
for crop format cameras.

SPENDING MONEY
UK pound is the currency and cash can be easily ob-

•

Spare camera

tained from ATM machines. There will be opportunities

•

A tripod would be useful as we will have the opportun-

to buy presents and souvenirs in the city. Credit cards

ity to experiment with time-lapse photography and util-

are accepted in most places.

ise the rich light of dawn and dusk, weather permitting.
•

PASSPORT, VISA REQUIREMENTS

Separate flash if you have one and hand or head torch
as we will have opportunities to experiment with fill in

If you’re coming from abroad you will need a valid pass-

flash.

port or national identity card to enter the UK. You might
•

also need a visa, see the UK Government website

Remote release, mechanical or electronic, to avoid
shake on long exposures
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•

International all-in-one travel plug adapter, if you’re
coming from outside the UK. These are on sale at airports. All electrical sockets are UK three-pin.

There will be opportunities to review and discuss any
issues you have with your photographic equipment
throughout the workshop. For further advice please contact us.
PARTNERS
Although this is primarily a photography workshop, nonphotographer partners will be very welcome as there are
•

Neutral density, graduated filters and polariser, if you

many options and interesting possibilities in addition to

more questions, please get in touch. Talking to us on the

use these. Please do not buy especially for this work-

taking photographs. If any guests do not wish to join the

phone (we will always call you back) can often be a quick

shop.

walks/photographic sessions they will be able to relax in

way of sorting out individual questions. It also helps us

and around the accommodation. The cost will be the

to get to know each other before the holiday.

•

Lens cloth

•

Lightweight ‘trekking’ absorbent towel, for drying cam-

same for photographers and non-photographers.
BOOKING THIS HOLIDAY

eras and equipment

MORE QUESTIONS?

Fill in the online booking form, or give us a call on

Sufficient memory cards for the whole workshop as it

While we hope that this information has answered most

+44 (0)7432 808777.

may not be possible to buy more during the trip.

of your questions about the holiday, we know it will not

•

Backup storage device

give you all the information you need. If you have any

•

Laptop or tablet preferably with Lightroom, Capture

View images and information for this tour on the website.

One or Adobe Camera RAW loaded. A laptop/tablet is

Visit Paul Harris’s website

essential for checking and presenting images during

Read about our approach to teaching photography

•

the trip and for one-on-one sessions with the tutor.
•

Spare batteries and chargers

•

Sensor cleaning device

•

Camera rain cover that can be left on while taking pictures.
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LINKS

